
    
      Full access for $14.99 / month
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          Producer

        

        
          Voloco Producer gives you full control over the signature Voloco sound. Use to record in your DAW of choice and create your own FX.
        

        
          Start Free Trial
          Learn More
        

      

    


    
      
        
          Hear the difference
        

        
          These audio clips contain example vocals processed in Voloco Producer. Try toggling the effects on and off to hear the difference!
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          Create your own

          Voloco FX

        

        
          Using the same powerful vocal processing engine

          you know and love from the mobile app

        

      

    


    
      
        Watch Tutorial Videos
      

      
        
        
        
      

    


    
      
        What our producers say
      

      
        
          
          
            "This plugin is insane"
          

          
            BRYVN
          

          
            Multi-Platinum and Billboard Charting Producer
          

        

        
          
          
            "This is beyond awesome. Anyone creative will have a field day with this"
          

          
            Khoury Howell
          

          
            CEO of Ear Hustlaz
          

        

        
          
          
            "I’ve been waiting for someone to make a plugin like Voloco Producer for a long time"
          

          
            Haris Mehmedović
          

          
            Audio Engineer
          

        

      

    


    
      
        Meet the features
      

      
        
          
          
            
              Resynthesizer
            

            
              Craft the core of your sound with powerful vocal resynthesis. Dial in pitch correction & mix sources for a natural or more digital sound. Change the amplitude and frequency of individual harmonics to create otherworldly timbres.
            

            Learn More
          

        

        
          
            
              Harmony
            

            
              Create your own chorus with an editable harmony grid. Layer octaves for a huge sound and specify harmonies for each scale degree to create subtle progressions. Craft classic pop & jazz harmonies, or get experimental.
            

            Learn More
          

          
        

        
          
          
            
              Sequencer
            

            
              Create unique rhythmic harmonies & melodies with a classic step sequencer. Turn a simple hum into a rich, arpeggiated texture and give rhythmic interest and dynamics to every sustained pitch. Link the sequencer speed to your DAW’s master tempo, or go rogue & arpeggiate in free time.
            

            Learn More
          

        

      

    


    
      
        
          Start your free 14 day trial now
        

        
          Your subscription includes:
          	Over 50 free vocal presets
	The same powerful vocal processing from our mobile app
	The ability to create your own vocal presets using our powerful engine
	VST3/AAX/AU/Standalone download
	Access to future updates including new presets and vocal processing capabilities
	Continued technical support


        

        
          
            
              Yearly
            

            
              
                1 year

                14 day free trial

              

              
                $8.33 / mo

                $179.99 $99.99

              

              
                Save 44%
              

            

            
              Start free trial & subscribe
            
          

          
            
              Monthly
            

            
              
                1 month

                14 day free trial

              

              
                $14.99 / mo

              

            

            
              Start free trial & subscribe
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